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THE ASIATIC PIGMIES OR NEGRITOS. (*)

III.

Intellectual Characteristics. (
2

)

Lanyuage. —Reing a perfect stranger to the study of language s,

I can but simply record here, without discussing them, the various

(i) This paper was originally published in the Journal des Savants (Ao4t
et Decembre 1882).

(
2 ) In order to make a complete anthropological description of the

Negritos, I ought to have mentioned here their physiological and pathological
characteristics. But what we know on this subject amounts to very little vv.d

is little more than what travellers have said of most wild tribes. The
muscular strength of the Mincopies is much greater than would I e supposed
from their short stature and rounded 3 mils. Like the Aetas, they arc re-

markable for their extreme agility tncl the acutenees of their senses. Both
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particulars gathered by a few travellers, which unfortunately come

to very little.

Of all the languages spoken by Negritos the most interesting to

Btudy would unquestionably be that of the Mincopies. Owing to the

almost complete isolation in which these islanders have lived, espe-

cially in the Great Andaman group, (
l

) their dialects can only have

been altered through natural evolution and independently of foreign

influence. This language goes back certainly to remote antiquity

and lias probably preceded those now spoken in Malacca, Siam

and in India itself. The study of it would consequently be of the

greatest interest, as well from an ethnological as from a linguistical

point of view.

Mr. E. H. Man seems to have understood it so. Before him,

Symes, Colebrooke, RoErsTOitFF, Teckel, &c, had confined

themselves to gathering short vocabularies. (
2

) Brought into

daily communication with the natives, in the course of his official

duties, Mr. Man" learned their languages. He translated in one of

them the Lord's Prayer, which was published with a commentary

races are able to bear long- fasting and also to consume at one meal a prodigi-
ous quantity of fool. The Mincopies, who alone seem to have been studied

at aU from a p ithological point of view, suffer mostly from diseases contracted
from the habit, to which I shall refer hereafter, of clothing themselves,

bo bo speak, with mud. Pulmonary consumption did not exist in the Anda-
mans, but a few natives who came to European settlements were very soon
afflicted with it. This would tend to confirm what I have repeatedly said,

namely that we ourselves have imported the disease into various parts of the
world where it was unknown before. (Les Pol// /tea tens et leurs Migrations et

Journal des Savants, 1873). M. MONTANOfound, in one single Manthra family,

two individuals afflicted one with the rickets, the other with epilepsy. (Quel-
ques jours chez las indigenes de la province de Malacca : Rente d' JEt/mographw,
Vo'. I. p. -I lie appears to consider as a general rule and what he saw
Beemed to him to show Itow u race dies out. But the groups seen by M.
MoNTANOmust be the exception. LOGAN, at all events, mentions nothing
of the kind and appears, on the contrary, to assign to these populations a

vitality capable of resisting the unfavourable conditions to which conquest
has subjected them. CI he Binva of Jolwre ; The Journal of the Indian

ipelago, Vol. I, passim).
(l) In my first Etude sur les Mincopies et la Rice Negrito en general, I have

mention d I te fact that signs of cross-breeding have been found in Little An-
daman, a nth of the othei islands. (Revue d' Anthropologic, Vol. 1, p. 213. J

(a) I have borrowed from these various writers some of the examples
b sec mad most suited to show clearly the variety of Mincopie dialects,

first pointed to by Mr. Fbancis Day. (Etude sur les Mincopies, p. 191.)
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and notes added by Lieutenant E. C. Temple. (
l

) Colonel Lane
Fox, in two different papers, has given this translation,

(
2

) and

summed up, though rather too briefly, the general conclusions o£

the authors. (
s

) Thinking that it may be useful to readers,

engaged in the study of languages, I transcribe hereunder (
4

) the

document which was the starting point of this investigation.

The study of the vocabularies to which I have just called atten-

tion had led Latham to admit of a certain connection between the

Mincopie and Burmese languages. (
5

) M. Pruner-Bey has pointed

out a few common traits in the Mincopie and New Caledonian dia-

lects. (
6

) Hyde Clarke has fancied that he could discover in the

Andamanese language affinities v^ith those of several races of Asia,

Africa and the two Americas. (
7

) Messrs. Manand Temple begin

by stating that the nine tribes which figure on the map prepared

by one of these authors, (
s

) have each a private language. "A

(i) Ihe Lord's Prayer translated into Bdjingijida by E. H. Man, with

preface and notes by R. C. Temple. Calcutta 1877.

(2 ) The Andaman Islands. (The Journal of the Anthropological Institute,

Vol. VII, p. 108 J
(s) Observations o« Mr. Man's collection of Andamdnese and Nicobarese

Objects. (The Journal of the Anthropological institute, Vol. VII, p. 436.^)

(*) He Jlaw-ro hohtdr-len ydte molldrduru • Ab-Mdyola.
Heaven in (is) who our (lit. all of us of) Father.

Ngia ting-len dai-i-l-mugu-en-inga itdn. Ngolla-len molldrduru
Thy name to be reverence paid Let. You (to) we all

meta mdyola ngendke ab-chanag iji-la bedig. JSIaw-ro

our chief wish for supreme only and. Heaven
MMdr-len tegi-lut-malin gate ngia hdnik, M-ilbada

in is obeyed Avhich thy will, in the same way
drla-len drla-len erem-len item. Ka-wai mdlloarddru-len
ever (daily, always) earth on Let. This day all of us

drla-uaclian ydt-man. M6lldrdu.ru mol oiehih-lcn tigrcl gate

to daily (lit. daily like) food give. Weall us (to) i. c. against offend who
oloieltili-len drtidiibil. Molldrduru-lcn otig-ujunga itdn yo-ba, dona

them forgive Us all (so) be tempted let not, but
molldrduru-lcn abja-bag-teli ctrdj. Ngol Mchi-Ttan kdnahe

!

us all (to) evil from deliver. (Do) thou thus order (i.e. Amen.)
(5) Elements of Comparative Philology, p. 59.

(e) Bulletin de la Societe d Anthropologic, de Paris, 1866, p. 12 et 13.

(7) The Journal of the Anthropological Institute, Vol. IV, p. 467.
(s) The Andaman Islands by E. H. Man, Esq.,( Journal of the Anthro-

pological Institute, Vol. VII, p. 105.) The Lord's Prayer was translated into

the language spoken by the tribe inhabiting the southern island of Great
Andaman, where Fort Blair, the English Settlement, is situated.
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" native of North Andaman is as utterly unable to make himself

" understood by a native of South Andaman, as an English pea-

" sant would be by a Russian." It is not, therefore, a question of

simple dialects, but in reality of distinct languages. Yet these

languages have a common origin and structure ; they are all agglu-

tinative. Should they have any affinities with others, which

Messrs. Man and Temple consider as doubtful, it might be with

the languages of Australia or of the Dravidian and Scythian groups,

which they resemble in a few peculiarities, such as the use of

post-positions instead of prepositions ; the use of two forms —one

inclusive, the other exclusive —for the first person of the plural,

and, in general, in the agglutinative structure of words. Heading

over these few sentences one is naturally reminded of the connec-

tion already noted by philologists among others by our eminent

colleague, Mr. Mauky, as existing between the Dravidian and Aus-

tralian languages. (
l

) To these Messrs. Man and Temple add

a third philological group which has probably preceded the two

others. Everything in fact tends more and more to prove that the

Negrito race, of which the Mincopies are the purest repres-

entatives, is the fundamental negro element of all or very nearly

all the Dravidian tribes and of those who, though not speak-

ing a language classified under that name, resemble them in

physical characteristics. (
2

) If this is really the case, are we not

entitled to believe that the substratum of this linguistic family

will be found in the Mincopie languages ? At all events, it is an

interesting problem to solve, and we heartily wish that Messrs.

Man and Temple may pursue researches which have already led

them to such curious results.

Though scattered from the Andaman Islands to the Philippines,

the Negrito tribes have retained, in a remarkable manner, nil their

exterior and osteological characteristics. It is otherwise with re-

(1) La Torre et V Homme, 3me edition? p. 504 J M. Macjey is moreover
inclined to connect these two groups of languages with the Medo- Scythian,
which was probably spoken, he says, by the native tribes of Media and Susiana.

(a) I have dwelt on this question in a paper in the Revue (V Ethnogra-
phy Vol. 1.
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gard to language. This has in some instances, completely dis-

appeared, through contact "with superior populations, even where

Negrito groups, numerically strong and enjoying a certain inde-

pendence, have preserved a comparative purity of blood.

This fact had been ohserved in the Philippines, from the earliest

period of the Spanish occupation. Even in the island named after

them, these diminutive negroes spoke Bisaya, one of the local Malay

dialects, (
x

) to which however they added a great number of

foreign words. It seems to me probable that these latter were

so many surviving witnesses of the primitive language.

Still more must this have been the case in Luzon. The evi-

dence given on this point by de la. Fuente,
(

2
) has lately been

fully confirmed by the researches of Dr. Montano, who has kindly

phiced his unpublished notes at my disposal with a liberality for

which I am happy to be able to thank him here. This traveller,

who speaks Malay fluently and is acquainted with several of its

dialects, was able to detect, in the Aeta language, not only gram-

matical forms, but even a vocabulary, almost exclusively Tagaloc.

One by one, he verified one hundred and four words collected by

Mr. Meyer in the dialect of the Mariveles. He noted down those

which seemed to be foreign to the Malay languages and could find

but seventeen. He is still unable to speak decidedly about some

of these. (
:i

)

(!) "La lingua dell'Isola detta de' Negri e la Bissaya stessa col miscuglio
di moltissime parole forestiere." (I/Abbs Torres, quoted by Prichard,
Researches into the Physical History of Mankind, Vol. V, p. 221.)

(
2

) Quoted by Prichard, loc. cit.

(
3

) M. Montano fouud moreover in the same vocabulary, translated into

the Negrito dialect of Zambales, thirteen words which are not Malay. He
also obtained, not without some trouble, from an Aeta, the following verse

of a sons-

:

MakaaUs alto ina,

I am going (oh my) friend
maltpaha bait, Ita ina
Be very prudent thou, friend

Ta ! ma papaka sayou, alto ina,

Ah! I am going very far my friend,

Into ka man a bibing ianmo.
while you stop in dwelling yours.

Hanag bau.iian dolipatan mo.

Never (your) village will be forgotten . (by) m
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M. Montano was unable to procure equally accurate informa-

tion with regard to the language of the Mamanuas, or Negritos of

Mindanao. But these people could make themselves understood

by his guides who spoke to them a kind of corrupted or rather

simplified Bisaya,
(

l

) There also, no doubt, the primitive language

has more or loss died out.

Has it been the same in the Malay Peninsula ? M. Montano,

does not think he can yet answer the question. He easily under-

stood his Manthra (
2

) guide, when the latter spoke Malay to him
;

but he could catch but very few words when the same individual

conversed with his wild countrymen. He is satisfied that the

Manthras have a peculiar accent which may arise from various

causes. Father Pottget, who has lived for a long time in Malacca

and visited all the inland tribes, told M. Montano that these wild

people had no special language or dialect of their own, and that

they spoke a mixture of corrupted Malay and Siamese. However,

in his curious work on the Binuas of Johore, (
3

) Logan regards it

as certain that these people, though evidently more freely crossed

with Malay blood than the Manthras, have had, in former times, a

language of their own ; and he brings forward numerous argu-

ments in support of his opinion. (
4

) In the peculiar language, which

they speak when searching for camphor trees (5) amid their forests,

the same author has detected a certain number of words foreign

to Malay. I have compared several of these with words in two

The Negritos of the Albay province (South-east of Luzon) speak Bicol flu-

ently. But they are crossed with Malays. The Bisaya Tagaloc, Bicol, Pam-
pango, etc., are but Malay dialects more or less considerably modified. (Mon-
tano.)

(1) M. Montano says: " a kind of PUljin Bisaya."

( * ) The Manthras are half-breeds of the neighbourhood of Kesang, near
Malacca, in the Malay Peninsula.

( 3 ) The most southerly region of the Malay Peninsula.

(4) The Orang Binita of Johore. (Journal Indian Archipelago, I, p. 289.^)

( •-. ) This language is called laasa hajjor (camphor language). Logan
found it employed and always the same, by the tribes who search for camphor.
These savages are persuaded that it would be impossible to discover camphor
trees if any other idiom but the basaa-liapor were spoken while search is

bring made for these trees. (Logan, lor. cit., p. 268.) M. Montano also

mentions this language in his notes and spells it " baliaxa-hajxmr."
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•Siamese aud Laosian vocabularies published by Latham (
1

) and

could not trace any resemblance. Nor could I find any on com-

paring these again with M. de la Croix's vocabulary of the Perak

Sakai's. (
2

) M. de la Ceoix only finds twelve Malay words out

of the ninety which he gives. The .Russian traveller Miklucho-

Maclay had previously gathered, among the wild tribes of Johore

and further inland, one hundred and seventy words, (
3

) which

several Malays, on being consulted, declared were perfectly un-

known to them. Lastly Mr. de Castel^au had also arrived

independently at analagous conclusions. (*) From this aggregate

of facts, it seems to me to result that the original Negritos. of the

Malay Peninsula must have had a language of their own, which

has been almost completely forgotten by a portion of their des-

cendants and a little less so perhaps by others, because they are

all more or less crossed with Malays, no doubt with Siamese also,

and probably with other ethnological elements still undetermined.

Was this .language connected in any way with that of the Min-

copies ? This is but an hypothesis, but the comparative proximity

of the two races allows us at all events to put the question.

Messrs. Man and Temple will perhaps one day tell us how much

truth there may be in this conjecture. (
5

) They may also suc-

(i) Elements of Comparative Philology, p. 51.

(
2

) Perak is situated about 2° or 3° North, of Malacca towards the mid-
dle of the western coast of the Peninsula. We have no particulars as to

the Negrito -Malay tribes which may exist further north.

(3) Dialects of the Melanesian Tribes in the Malay Peninsula (Journal of
the Straits Branch oftlie Royal Asiatic Society, No. 1, p. 38.) From Johore
in the south of the Peninsula to Ligor in the south of Siam, the Russian
traveller has ascertained the identity of language among tribes which are
isolated and have no communication with each other. This result seems
to have struck him with astonishment. There is, however, nothing in it

which will not seem quite natural to any one who studies the history of Ne-
gritos taken as a whole.

O) Revue de Philologie, 1876. [ I am indebted to M. Montano for this

reference.]

(5) It would, I think, be most interesting, with reference to this enquiry,
to find out what language is spoken by the Negritos who have recently been
discovered in the small archipelago of Tenasserim. Their comparative isola-

tion might encourage a hope that their primitive language has been less alter-

ed than on the continent.
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coed in finding out whether there is anything solid in the singular

affinities pointed to by Mr. Hyde Clarke, between the various

Mincopie languages and certain African and American idioms. (
x

)

Lastly it would be of some interest to investigate whether the

language of the Puttouas of the Amarkantak mountains, which is

perfectly different from any Dravidian dialect of the neighbour-

hood, (
2

) would seem to be at all connected with those spoken in

the Andaman Islands or Malay Peninsula.

Social Slate. —The Mincopies depend exclusively for their exist-

ence on hunting and fishing and have no permanent homes. Living

on the shores of a sea in which fish is remarkably abundant, within

immediate reach of dense forests where pigs are very numerous,

and honey and fruits plentiful, they have not felt the want of

claiming from the soil a supplement of food, and this very state

of comfort has, in itself, kept them down on the lowest rung of the

social ladder. (
3

)

Most travellers, who have visited the Philippine Islands, have

spoken of the Aetas as having never got past this step, though

placed in much less favourable conditions. La Gtironniere, (*)

and Meter are very positive on this point, (
5

) and M. Giglioli

has unreservedly accepted what they say on the subject. (
G

)

Hienzi himself, to whom we are indebted for information as to the

more happy past of these people, represents them as living now-

a-days exclusively on wild fruits and the proceeds of fishing and

hunting. (
7

)

(
i ) Note on the Languages of the Andamans (Journal of the Anthropological

Institute, Vol. IV, p. 467 J
(2) Rousselet, Tableau des Maces de Vlnde Centrale (Revue £Anthropologic,

Vol. II, p. 282J
( 3 ) Mr. Francis Day iuf orms us that a very small Mincopie tribe, station-

ed close to the British Settlements and receiving daily rations, bagged, in one
year, 500 wild-boars, 150 turtles, 20 wild cats, 50 iguanas and 6 dugongs
(Proceedings of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870, p. 153.

J

(1) Vingt Annees aux Philippines, p. 303.

(5) Die Philippinen and Hire Bewohner, M.
(e) Studi sulla Raza Ncgrita (Arcliivio per VAntropologia, Vol. V, p. 293,

and Viar/gio delta Pirocorvetta Magenta, p. 24 5.)

(7) Oceanic, Vol. I, p. 301.
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But it is evident that in the Philippines, this degraded social

status is the consequence of the persecution which these Negritos

have suffered at the hands of more powerful and vigorous races.

No doubt also, the interestedly false statements made to travellers

by the petty chiefs of Tagal villages, (
x

) have led to the admission,

as general, of a state of things which is, perhaps, more or less excep-

tional. In reply to these exaggerations, I cannot do better than

copy almost verbally M. Montano's own words :

—

" The Negritos of the Bataan province seemed to value fully

" the security afforded to them by the just and enlightened admin-
•' istration of the Governor, Don Estanislao Chaves. I have
" visited them in their own mountains The house of the chief,

" very clean indeed, was situated on an eminence surrounded by
" other small hills. Several huts had been erected, every one of
' them in the centre of a clearing of a few acres planted with
" banana-trees, rice, sugar-cane and, above all. sweet potatoes

" The chief shouted, and immediately the shouts were repeated

" near and far. Before long the whole tribe had gathered round

"me In the province of Albay, where the conditions of

" life must be similar to those which exist in Bataan, I have
" seen a considerable quantity of cacao that had been gathered
" by the Negritos inhabiting the islands of the bay."

Even among the Mamanouas (
2

) of Mindanao, of whom the

last survivors are constantly being hunted down by the ferocious

Manobros, the French traveller saw on the eastern shore of Lake

Ma'init, "a timid tribe, very distrustful, who had nevertheless clear-

" ed a space in the jungle, erected huts, and planted banana-trees

" and sweet potatoes."

Thus, all that has been said about the indomitable roving

instincts of Aetas is thoroughly inaccurate. If, in certain parts of

the Archipelago, these diminutive negroes lead a wandering life, if

they do not build huts or till the soil, the fault lies with those who
persecute and victimize them. The method of cultivation just

(i) MS. note of M. Montano.
(

2
) Namegiven to Negritos in Mindanao. (Montano).
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mentioned, very primitive by the way, is to be seen among the half-

breed Negritos of India and the Malay Peninsula. All of them

seem to proceed in the same way. The Grond, like the Manthra,

begins by felling the trees which he burns when half dried up.

In the entanglement of trunks and branches, he -then sows or plants

rice, potatoes, &c. When the jungle shoots up again, he aban-

dons his frail and leaf -covered hut and proceeds elsewhere to

begin over again. A dog, a few fowls and pigs live as best they

can in these primitive clearings. What they can get by fishing

and hunting, together with edible roots and jungle fruits, seem to

form the principal resources of these people. (
x

)

Such is the present state of things. But have not these tribes,

now half-nomad and scattered, known better days and enjoyed a

more- perfect social organization ? It is not easy to give a general

answer to this question.

As far as regards the Mincopies, nothing indicates that they ever

rose above what wr e know them to be now-a-days. Having, so

to speak, under their hand, all that can satisfy the simple wants

of a wild man, and without intercourse with foreigners, they have

received nothing that could awaken new aspirations in them, and

their intellectual activity has been applied solely to multiplying

or improving the implements required by their mode of life. We
shall see further on that they have, in that line, evinced real

initiative power.

It is more than probable that in the Philippines, the Aetas were

once in a more advanced stage. Biekzi, whose summary of the

traditions of these people is unfortunately rather confused, repre-

sents them as having in by-gone days occupied the whole of Luzon

and having for a long while resisted the Tagal invasions. (

2
) They

had, in those times, a form of government. An assembly of chiefs

and elders superintended the execution of the laws. (
3

) It is dif-

ficult to admit that, at that period, cultivation of the soil was not

(i) Xotes (unpublished) of M. Montaxo ;
Rousselet, loc. cit. p. 276;

Logan, loc. cit. p. 255; etc.

(2) Oceanic, Vol. I, p. 301.

(3) This is precisely what is still the custom among the Bhils, half-bred

Negritos. (Rousselet, loc. cit. p. 01).
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practised at least in the same degree as that described by M.
MoNTANO.

With still more reason must it have been the same with the more

or less mixed tribes of Malacca. M. Montano informs us that

the Manthras have still preserved a recollection of the days when
their ancestors ruled over the whole country. At that time, they

say, they had numerous records written on leaves. This fact implies

in itself a social state of which M. Moista.no seems to have found

traces in the very name of his guide. He was called, as his father,

grandfather, and, no doubt, his ancestors had been, Panglima dalam .

which the traveller translates as "the lord who administers the

Sultan's palace." (
l

) This descendant of some great dignitary is

now but a simple coolie in a Chinese plantation. In the Malay

Peninsula, as in India, conquest has destroyed States that were

considerable and flourishing once upon a time, but of which even

recollection has been lost, driving back to the jungles and mountains

the races, more or less Negroi'd, which had founded them. There

the race, like many other Dravidian (
2

) groups, has returned to a

wild life. It has been broken up and divided into tribes and small

communities,
(

3
) and the hierarchy of chiefs, recorded by Logan

as existing among the Bermun populations, is probably all that is

left of its former social state. (
4

)

(!) Montano. Quelques jours chez les indigenes dela province cle Malacca.
{Revue d" Ethnographic Vol. I, p. 48).

(2) The Bhils among- others ; however, they still have permanent homes,
well built houses grouped in villages. What may be considered as a suppo-
sition with regard to some of the Bermun tribes would seem to be well ascer-

tained with respect to their brethren the Binuas. Logan informs us that the
latter were in former times g-overned by kings, the origin of whomwas
supposed to be supernatural and whose descendants are still to be found.
(Logan, loc. cit. p. 279).

(3) MONTANO,lor. cit. p. 46.

(*) In his Memoir on the Binuas of Johore, Logan gives particulars con-
cerning five tribes to which all that I say here specially applies : they are
the UdaTs or Orang-Pagos, the Jakuns, the Saka'is, the Mintiras or Manthras
and the Besisis. These tribes inhabit the mountainous region of Grunong
Bermun, one of the highest ranges in the Malay Peninsula. Among the
Manthras, there exist head-men (Batiii) whose jurisdiction extends over well
defined districts. Each Batin has under him a Jinang, a Juhra or Jorohra,
and an indefinite number of Panglimas and VlubaJangs. On the death of a
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Among Negritos, everywhere the family seems to have survived

the general decline of the race. A Sepoy deserter whose asser-

tions have been too easily accepted by some writers, represented it

as rather loosely constituted in the Andaman islands. Information

gathered by Lieutenant St. John -

(
x

) and particularly by Mr. Day,

(
2

) has corrected what was erroneous in these early reports. The

Mincopies are monogamous. Marriage only takes place with

the consent of the guardian of the maidens, who sanctions the

union of the pair by joining their hands together. The duties of

man and wife are reciprocal, and the parents evince the most ten-

der affection for their offspring. (
3

) In the Philippine Islands

La Gironxie he ascertained analogous facts, even among the wretched

and savage tribe which he visited. " The Aetas,
T

' says he, "are faith

-

" ful in wedlock and have but one wife." When a young man has

made his choice, he applies to the parents, who never refuse

their consent, but send the girl into the forest where she hides

herself before daybreak. The young man has to find her, and, if

he does not succeed, has to relinquish all claim. (*) It is evident

that the decision really depends on the young girl.

M. Mobttano's notes confirm and complete the information

given by La G-ironnikre. He moreover acquaints us with the

curious ceremony which ratifies wedlock among the Aetas of

Luzon. The young couple climb up two flexible trees which

an old man bends down towards each other. When the head of the

bridegroom touches that of the young woman the marriage is pro-

nounced legal and is followed by a big feast and war dances.

I also borrow from the same traveller the following interesting

particulars relating to the Negritos of Mindanao.
" Among the miserable Mamanuas, those ancient owners of the

Batin, his successor is chosen from among- the sons of one of his sisters.

(The BintM of Johore. Journal of the Indian Archl-pelago, Vol. I, p. 21b).

(i) Loc. cit. p, 245.

(2) Loc. cit. p. 160.

(3) MOUAT, Adventure* and Researches among the Andaman Islanders,

p. 295.

(
i ) Loc. cit. p. 302.
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"land, (
l

) who are described as so degraded. I have found the

" same habits as among the Negritos of Mariveles; I have witnessed

" the same veneration for old men. the same love for children, the

" same respect for the dead. Among this tribe, which is fast dying
'' out, the old customs have preserved an unabated influence. These
" customs are simple indeed, and the procedure elementary, but

" they do exist. It must not be supposed that a Mamanua can act

" as he likes in his own hut without having an account to give to

" anyone."

" An unfaithful wife may be killed by her husband, but not

" unless the adultery be proved, in which case the relations of the

" guilty woman assent to "her death. Otherwise he would be con-

" sidered as a common murderer and liable to be condemned to

" death by the chief of the tribe, on the complaint of the relations

" of the victim."

" Adultery, however, like other offences or crimes, is exceedingly

" rare among the Negritos of these regions. The young girls are

" very modest in their demeanour. The slightest suspicion on that

" score would be an obstacle to their finding a husband."
" A Negrito does not buy his wife, he simply makes a small

" present to his future father-in-law, who generally gives his

" daughter a dowry equivalent to what he has thus received."

" Private property is well recognised and can be transmitted by
'"' sale or inheritance. Every field is the incontestable property of

'the one who has cleared it, or his heirs. At the death of the

" father, should the mother still be alive, the estate is divided in
;

' two, one-half going to the latter, the other half to the children,

" between whom it is divided in equal shares."

" If the children are grown up, the widow continues to live in
' ; the hut of her late husband, but should they be very young, she

" removes with them to the abode of her parents."

" All disputes are settled by tne chief of the tribe and his deci-

" sions are always scrupulously obeyed. He has, however, but

" seldom to interfere."

(
i ) Banna " land" ; ha possessive prefix. (Montano.)
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Wemust acknowledge that there is a great discrepancy between

this state of things, as described by M. Mont an o, and the informa-

tion given by his predecessors. This is one more instance, to be

added to many others, of the imprudence of limiting oneself to

superficial observation when it is a question of forming an opinion

of these backward and wild populations.

In spite of their intermixture with alien races, the Negritos of

Malacca would, no doubt
;

if better known, exhibit similar social cha-

racteristics. M. Montano tells us that they never go to war, (
l

)

that parents attend most tenderly on their offspring, and, if neces-

sary, will, for their sake, deprive themselves of food. Logan

informs us that, among the Manthras, adultery is punished with

death, but not unless, as among the Mamanuas, the crime be

proved by witnesses. The sentence is passed by the head chief

(Batin) and carried out by the Panglima. The two culprits are

laid down in the nearest stream and their heads are kept under

water by the means of a fork. A man who is convinced of his

wife's misconduct, but who has no actual proof of it, can leave her

on condition of giving up to her his house and fields, a certain

amount of cotton stuff, a few rings, and a small sum of money.

The children remain with their mother, but she cannot re-marry

until her divorced husband has taken to himself another wife. (
2

)

Industry. —I have already mentioned how the various Negrito

populations support themselves. I must add that none of those

of whom I speak here are cannibals. (
s

) This accusation has been

(
i

) Logan had already alluded to this fact, which is a ramarkable feature
among- these wild and sport-loving tribes. {The Binua of Johore, p 273.)

( 2 ) Luc. cit, p. 268
( •'« ) I must remark here that this paper is exclusively devoted to the study

of the Negritos proper. As for the Papua -Negritos, mixed with the Papuas
of Naw-Guinea and the adjacent island-groups, it is very possible that they
may have let themselves be carried away by example and may have addicted
themselves to man-eating; but it is impossible, for want of accurate informa-
tion, to give an opinion on the suty'ect. The confusion which has too long
existed concerning these two races and which is still mere or less kept up by
some of the most recent travellers, makes it very difficult to study them
independently of each other. The examination of skulls permits of our dis-

tinguishing the two races, but throws no light on the various characteristics

which divide them in other respects.
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brought against several of these tribes, particularly against the

Mincopies. Now, far from having any liking for human flesh, the

Andamanese look upon it as a deadly poison. (
1

)

All Negritos cook meat by boiling or roasting ; all consequently

are able to procure fire and no doubt use the same process, the fric-

tion of two pieces of wood. This is an uncertain and laborious task,

even for savages, and therefore when the first spark is procured,

they devise means to preserve it. The Mincopies have invented

a peculiar method of their own :
" The large trees are charred in

" the interior : a great hollow is formed in the centre in which they

" allow about three feet of ashes to accumulate, under which fire

" is always found —over the fire of these strange ovens the Min-
" copie can grill his little pig, fry his fish and prepare his turtle

" soup." (
2

) Among the Manthras the charred tree is replaced by a

heap of clay enclosed in a wooden frame in which fire is care-

fully kept up. (
3

) In cold or temperate climates the most urgent

wants, after food, are shelter and clothing. In tropical countries, on

the contrary, clothes are a matter of luxury and are often more

inconvenient than useful. It is almost the same with regard to

dwelliugs. A simple cover, affording shade during the day, shelter

from the moon's rays at night, and protection from rain, answers

all the most important purposes. Travellers are but too often

unmindful of these circumstances, and many writers look upon

this extreme simplicity of dress or houses, as a sign of intellectual

inferiority and want of industry. The Mincopies have been

reproached with wearing no clothes. It is a fact ; with the excep-

tion of a girdle to which I shall refer further on, their dress is

limited to uncouth tattooing or painting such as we see in

Mr. Dobson's phototypes. (
4

) Still, in order to protect them-

selves against mosquitos or other insects, they are in the habit,

when night comes on, of smearing the body with a thick coating of

(i) Day, loc. cit. p. 165.

(
2

) Mouat, Adventures, p. 308.

(
3

) Montano, loc. cit. p. 46.
('*

) On the Andamans and Andamanese. (The Journal of the Anthropolo-
ncal Institute, Vol. IV, p. 457, PL XXXI, XXXII and XXXIIIJ
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clayey mud, which soon dries and forms a regular cuirass. They

can thus sleep in peace ; but it is obvious that this night-dress goes

a long way towards developing the rheumatic and abdominal diseases

to which they are particularly subject.

Perpetually wandering as they do, along their shores, the Anda-

manese are not given to erecting permanent dwellings. Pour

poles secured together at the upper ends and covered with broad

leaves give them a perfect hut, which is quickly ereeted and affords

capital shelter against rain —the only thing they seem to dread.

Such a hut is in reality a kind of impervious tent, the materials of

which are entirely supplied by the neighbouring jungle, and which

need not be transported from place to place. They could not

possibly have contrived anything better, and our own African

soldiers would deem themselves lucky, could they but do the same.

The Aetas are scarcely better clad than their Andamanese

brethren.
(

x
) Further, such of their tribes as are subject to the

continual attacks of formidable enemies do not even erect tem-

porary sheds, but sleep in trees, or, as a protection against cold,

roll themselves up in the hot ashes of a large fire kindled for the

purpose. But we have seen already that, when placed in normal

conditions of life, they know how to erect permanent houses and

settle clown.

The photographs of M. de Saint Pol-Lias represeut the Sakais

as wearing a simple waist cloth tied round the waist with the

ends hanging down on the thighs. M. Mcxntano has described

the bamboo hut of a Manthra family whomhe met living by them-

selves in the midst of the forest.
(

2
) Though anything but luxuri-

ous, this dwelling exhibited the peculiarity of having a floor

raised two feet off: the ground. In almost all of the houses of

our own peasants the bare earth is the substitute for plank floors

and in this respect at all events the Malay savage understands

hygienic conditions better than the European.

(i) A portrait of an Acta chief, engraved after a photograph by M.
Montano has been given by me in a memoir called

—

Nouvelles Etudes sur la

flhlr'ibut'wih geograjjhique des Negritos et svr lew identification avec les Pgg-
)iip<-n asiatiqnes de Ctesiaa et de Pline. {Reeve d ' Etlinograpliie, Vol. I, p. 183).

(2) Loc. cit p. 46.
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The Mincopies live exclusively on hunting and fishing, but owing

to their isolation and also to the fables that have been spread con-

cerning some of their habits, (
x

) they have been free to develop

quietly the various industries suited to their mode of life. The

results attained by these islanders had already forcibly struck the

learned observers who were the first in our time to study the

Andamans and their inhabitants. Notwithstanding their contempt

for these "savage negroes," Colebrooke, Symes, and especially

Mouat have in many instances done justice to their merits in this

respect. (
2

) Thanks to Mr. Man, we are now better acquainted

with them. He got together and sent to London a valuable col-

lection illustrating most of the native .industries, and of this

Major- General Lane-Fox (
3

) has given an account as interesting

as it is instructive. I can only very briefly sum up these various

documents.

Let us notice first of all that the Andaman Islands, where iron

seems to have been introduced by the Chinese and Nicobarese, have

had their stone age, the remains of which are still to be found in

kioekkenmceddings, entirely similar to those of Denmark. These

heaps of " kitchen refuse" were discovered by M. de Roepstorfp (
4

)

and more closely examined by Dr. Stoliczka. (
5

) Hammers and

knives were found in them together with rude hatchets undoubted-

ly corresponding with the chipped implements of our stone age.

Close to these were discovered a polished axe which Stoliczka

declares to be identical with the " celts' of the neolithic period, and

also a real chisel, three inches long, with a sharp edge at one

(
i ) In a paper specially devoted to the Mincopies, I have recorded some of

the fables borrowed from Marco-Polo and Arab writers

—

{Revue d 'Anthro-
pologic, Vol. I, p. 40).

( 2 ) I must here refer the reader to my first paper, already quoted.
(s) Observations on Mr. Man's Collection of Andamanese and Nicobarese

Objects, by Major-General Lane-Fox, p. r. s., with four plates, (Ihe Journal
t>f the Anthropological Institute, Vol. VII, p. 434).

(4) A Short List of Andamanese Test Words. {Proceedings of the Asiatic
Society of Bengal, 1870, p. 178). The Kicekkenmoedding discovered near Hope
Town was about 60 feet in circumference and 12 feet high. Several of such
and even larger heaps are to be found in various parts of Chatham Island.

(5) 1
, Note on the Kicehheningeddings of the- Andaman Islands. (Proceeding*

of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, 1870, p. 13).
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end. Numerous fragments of sun-baked pottery, decorated with

incisions of irregular designs, (
x

) were found in the same place.

The Mincopies still manufacture pots of the same kind, and if they

have not yet attained the art of baking pottery in a kiln, this is due,

no doubt, to the facility with which they can replace water vessels

by a length of bamboo, and cooking utensils by the large shells of

the Tridacna and Turbo.

With the exception of harpoons exclusively used for fishing, the

bow is, according to the latest travellers, the only weapon employ-

ed in hunting or warfare. (
2

) The bow used in Little Andaman is

very similar, to most others, being straight and symmetrically

tapered from the middle to the ends. (
3

) In the Great Andaman,

on the contrary, it assumes a peculiar shape. In the middle there is

a kind of cylindrical handle of a comparatively small diameter
;

the two sides, rather wide at first, are flat inside with a convex back

;

they get thinner towards the extremities and are curved in opposite

way so that the whole reminds one of an elongated §. This bow
is from l m75 to 2m in length. (

4
) It is very hard to bend, and

the strongest English sailors were unable to string it. (
5

) In

spite of their small stature and rounded limbs, the Mincopies used

it so skillfully and with such power that, at 40 or 50 metres, the

arrows penetrated right through the clothes of Europeans and deep

into the flesh. Several varieties of arrows are used, among which

there is one which might be styled a hunting harpoon. The head

of it, to which the point is attached, is very small, whilst the shaft

is lm long. The two parts are brought together by means of a

strong cord twisted round so as to keep the two independent por-

tious together. When a pig is struck and tries to escape headlong

through the jungle, the cord unrolls itself, the barbed point of the

(i) Plate XVI of General Lane -Fox's Note represents several of these
designs.

(
a

) Sy^ies alone has mentioned long spears and shields made of bark.

(3) L axe-Fox, PI. XIV, fig. 3.

( 4 ) Mouat, Loc. cit., p. 321.

(
3

) General Laxe-Fox observes that the same shaped bow is to be found
at Mallicolo. It also resembles the Japanese bow in so far as the ends are
not symmetrical. {Loc. cit., p. HO).
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arrow remains in the flesh, but the shaft which is dragged after

him, keeps on checking the course of the animal which is soon

captured.

The Mincopie canoe has deservedly attracted the attention of

the English. It is cut out of the trunk of a tree : outside, it is

highly finished ; the sides are very thin, and the bottom very

thick. Being thus naturally ballasted, it cannot capsize and even

when riddled with bullets it does not sink.

They are propelled by paddles, with marvellous speed. The gig

and cutter of the Pluto, manned by picked crews, had a trial with

a Mincopie canoe, and were completely beaten ; the victory of the

savages was owing to the superiority of their workmanship. (
x

)

It is useless my dwelling any longer on the various manufac-

tures of these islanders and mentioning their harpoons, nets, &c,

Here, again, they prove themselves to be equal, and at times

much superior to other races placed in the same conditions of life.

The collection made by Mr. Manand the plates which accompany the

paper of Greneral Lane-Fox are sufficient to refute all that has been

said concerning the intellectual degradation of the Mincopies.

It is otherwise with regard to the Aetas, whompersecution keeps

in a continual wandering state, and there is nothing surprising in

the fact. The only weapons they use in war or hunting expedi-

tions are a short spear, a bow, and one single kind of arrow. But

these latter are poisoned, and the slightest wound, if not deadly,

causes, at least, long and acute suffering, which La Gironnieke

has described from his own experience. (
2

)

(1) Mouat, Adventures, p. 315.

(2) La G-ironniere was wounded in the finger by one of these arrows,
in the removal of the skeleton of an Aeta (the first that was sent to
Europe and which is now at the Paris Museum). He took no notice of the
wound which he took for the scratch of a thorn. After three days, however, the
poison began to act, and fearful suffering ensued ; the whole arm was inflamed
and the pain extended to the chest. After a whole month of torture, the sick
man was reduced to the last extremity. He recovered, however, but, for
more than a year, he felt pains in the chest. These symptoms recall, in no
way, what travellers and experimenters tell us of the effect of known poisons.
It would seem as if the poison used by Aetas was of a special kind. But
perhaps also the treatment had something to do with the sufferings of the
intrepid traveller.
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Poison is also employed by the Manthras (*) and other Bermun
tribes. But these half-bred Negritos, although knowing the use

of bows and arrows, have substituted the blow-pipe for them. (
3

)

In this case, as in many others, we can easily detect the influence

of the Malays.

These Malacca Negritos are also acquainted with the art of

setting snares for big game, some of them being strong enough to

capture even tigers. They place at the end of a long path, artifici-

ally made in the jungle, a strong spear fixed to a tree which is bent

back and kept in position by the means of a catch. Any animal

passing by, releases the spring, and is instantly transfixed. (
3

)

In India, now-a-days, as in the time of Ctesias, the bow is, so to

speak, the characteristic weapon of the Draviclian races. The

Gonds seem to be the only ones who have given it up and

taken to the use of the axe and pike. (*)

IY.

Beligiotts and Moeal Characteristics.

Belief in Superior Beings. —Like many other wild races, the

Negritos, to whom these chapters are specially devoted, have

often been represented as perfect atheists. This is anything but

accurate. Wemust not, in our appreciation of their rudimentary

beliefs, start from the ideas which educated Europeans form of

religion, even when they declare themselves unbelievers.

On the strength of assertions made by a Sepoy deserter who had

lived for some time with the Mincopies, some writers have, even

quite recently, taken for granted that these islanders do not behove

in any superior being who has any influence, bad or good, on their

(1) Montaxo, loc. cit., p. 47.
(a) Montano ; Logan, loc. cit., p. 272.

(3) Logan, loc. cit., p. 257.

(*) Rousselet, Tableau do* Faces de VInde Cevirale (Bcvvc d" Anthropolo-
gic, Vol. II, p. 276).
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destiny. They forget the formal evidence given by Symes, which

I think right to reproduce textually :-

—

" Their religion is the simple but genuine homage of nature, ex-

" pressed in adoration to the sun as the primary and most obvious

" source of good ; to the moon as the secondary power ; and to the

" genii of the woods, the waters and the mountains, as inferior

" agents. In the spirit of: the storms they confess the influence of

" a malignant being, and during the south-west monsoon, when
" tempests prevail with unusual violence, they deprecate his wrath
" by wild chorus, which they chant in small congregations assem-

bled on the beach or some rock that overhangs the ocean." (
x

)

The late statements furnished by Messrs. St. John and Day have

still further confirmed the above account of Colonel Symes.

"When the question has been more thoroughly studied as in

other places, we shall perhaps ascertain the existence of a complete

rudimentary mythology among the Mincopies. We know as yet,

through Mr. Man, that they have preserved some tradition of a

deluge. In the south-east of Middle Andaman, they point out a

rock, called Wota-Emeda, on which the first man made his appear-

ance and engraved the history of the creation. Mr. Man has visited

this Mincopie Eden, and has given a description of it. It is an

isolated boulder of small proportions, the surface of which is

covered with irregular grooves due to the action of the waves and

storms. (
2

) Let us hope that Mr. Man will enter into more

detail respecting the fables connected with it. (
3

)

(i) Account of the British Embassy to the Kingdom of Ava, p. 282.

Major Symes gives the information furnished to him by Captain Stockoe,
who had resided for several years in the Andamans and taken great interest

in the natives.

(2) The Andaman Islands. {The Journal of the Anthropological Institute,

Vol. VII, pp. 105 and 455).

(3) 1 his paper was originally published in August, 1882. Since then I

have read in " Ihe Journal of the Anthropological Institute, (Vol. XII, Nos. I

II and III), the very remarkable paper of Mr. Man " On the Aboriginal
Inhabitants of the Andaman Islands.'''' Unfortunately the first number,
though bearing the same date as mine, was issued some time after, and I

was consequently unable to profit by the valuable and detailed account given
in it. However, far from altering my essential conclusions, it fully confirms
the opinion which I had always maintained touching the religious feelings
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With regard to the Aetas, our present knowledge is less advanced.

M. Montano says in his notes that he could find among them no
form of worship ; but judging from personal experience, he refrain-

ed from concluding that they were wholly destitute of any beliefs

whatever.
(

x
) La Gironklere, while declaring that these di-

minutive Negroes have no religion, informs us that, at times, they

worship rocks and trunks of trees which seem to bear resemblance

to animal beiugs. (
2

) My impression is that in all probability,

this homage is paid to something higher than these material objects,

perhaps to the spirits or genii of the mountains and forests, for

Bjenzi tells us that these savages believe in evil spirits called

Nonos, to whom they offer up sacrifices.
(

3
)

This belief in spirits is current among the Bermun tribes, and

consequently among the Sakais, Manthras, &c. Here it is profes-

sionally represented by a body of priests or rather wizards called

of the Andamanese. Where certain travellers had only seen most wretched
savages, where I had myself only suspected confused but genuine notions, we
find in reality a pretty complete mythology and a belief in a true God, invi-

sible, immortal and omniscient, by whom the whole world was created and
whom they call Pu-higa. I shall quote Mr. Man's own words (No. II, p.

157):—

" Of Pu-higa they say that :

—

I. —Though His appearance is like fire, yet He is (now-a-days) invisible.

II. —He was never born and is immortal.
III. —By Him the world and all objects, animate and inanimate, were

created, excepting only the powers of evil.

IV. —He is regarded as omniscient while it is day, knowing even the
thoughts of their hearts.

V. —He is angered by the commission of certain sins, while to those in

pain or distress he is pitiful, and sometimes deigns to afford

relief.

VI. —He is the Judge from whom each soul receives its sentence after

death, and, to some extent, the hope of escape from the tor-

ments of Jer '-eg-lar-mugu (regarding which anon) is said to

affect their course of action in the present life.

This J rer '-eg-lar-mugu is a kind of hell or purgatory which the Mincopies
consider as a cold and icy region.

(1) M. Montano had been told that the Bagobogos had no religion.

Owing to favourable circumstances, he was able to recognise among them a
well defined and anything but rudimentary religious conception, of which he
gave us an outline in one of his addresses to the " Societe de Geographic"
1877.

(2) Loc. cit., p. 300.

( a) Loc. cit., p. 303.
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Poyang or Pawang. After having given, on this subject, many
details, which I need not repeat here, Logan sums up his impres-

sions in the following terms :
—

" Among these tribes, we recognise
u a pure Schamamism with its accompanying charms and talismans;

" a living faith fresh from ancient days of Eastern and Middle Asia,

" preserving its pristine vigour and simplicity, untouched
" by the Budhistic deluge and resisting the pressure of the
11 Islamism which surrounds it." (

l
)

I hardly need remark that among most Dravidian tribes, even

among those who have reached a certain standard of civilization

,

we can detect, in spite of the influence of different Hindu or

Mohamedan sects, a substratum of various beliefs similar to those

I have just recorded.

Belief in a future life. —All Negritos believe that the soul sur-

vives the body ; that it has the same wants as the living, and

desires that a regard should be manifested for it. Among the

Mincopies it is customary to place a vessel full of water on

the grave of the deceased, so that his soul may be able to quench

its thirst during the night ; a fire is lighted under the stage which

bears the body of a chief, in order to prevent his mighty spirit

from harming any traveller passing by ; the skull and bones,

exhumed from the tomb, are worn round the neck as propitiatory

to the spirit of the dead ; the soul of a stranger is looked upon as

harmless, and therefore the body of any one who dies away from

his tribe is left unburied. (
2

)

The Aetas show great respect to the dead, " For several

" years," says La Gieonni&ee, " they deposit tobacco and betel on
" the tombs. The bow and arrows which belonged to the departed
'' are suspended over his grave, on the day of the funeral, and every
" night, according to the belief of his friends, he leaves it and

- goes out hunting." (
3

)

(i) The Binua of Johore. Loc. cit., p. 282.

(2) The details are borrowed from Mr. Day's memoir. They have all

the more weight that the writer gave them " en passant" and without hav-
ing apparently understood their real importance. Observations on the Anda-
manese, loc. cit. p. 163).

(
3 ) Vingt anneh aux Philippines, p. 301.
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The Malacca Negritos do not appear to entertain such well

defined ideas. Logan states that the Berinun tribes light a fire on

the tomb, for several consecutive nights, in order to prevent the

spirit from crying out. (
x

) M. Montano adds that the Manthras

bury their dead sufficiently far from the houses, " so that they shall

not be troubled by the crowing of the cocks." (
2

) But neither of

those two writers makes any mention of offerings being presented

to the spirit of the departed, though among the Manthras the grave

is evidently the object of peculiar attentions. (
3

)

Chastity, Modesty. —M. Montano has given us his experience

regarding the chastity of the Aeta damsels. The testimony

of Stmes leaves no room for doubt that this virtue is found

among the Andamanese. Two Mincopie girls who had been taken

as prisoners on board an English man-of-war, were soon tran-

quillised in many respects, but though they had been put by

themselves in a separate room, they never went to sleep both at

the same time, but watched alternately over each other.
(

4
) Not

one of the travellers who have visited the Andamans up to the pre-

sent time has ever reported having witnessed any of those scenes

and scandalous sights so often alluded to by the discoverers of the

Pacific Archipelagoes. In that respect, the Mincopie women are

unquestionably superior to the Polynesians.

"Want of decency is the most common of all the accusations

which have been brought against a whole host of wild tribes.

But we know that travellers have often been mistaken, so far in-

deed as to take for the height of immodesty what, in the eyes of

the natives, was but an elementary act of decency.

On this particular point, we lack information with regard to most

Negrito races. But as to the Andamans, wiiere the dress of the

women is as limited as possible, we know now, thanks to Mr. Man,

(i) Loc. cit., p. 271.

(2) Loc. cit., p, 49.

(3) Montano, loc. cit., p. 50, and Fig. 52, 53, 54 and 55. [But see Mr.
Hervey's description of a Jakun tomb in No. 8 of this Journal.— Ed.,

Journ. Straits Branch, R. A, S.]

(*) Loc. cit., p. 243.
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that such a dress does exist and bears a particular name
(

x
) and

that appearing without it is considered as indecent. (
2
)

Though displayed otherwise than with us, modesty nevertheless

exists among the Andamanese.

The history of a Mincopie, brought over to Europe, shows how
much this sentiment is developed among these islanders. When a

full length photograph was taken of Jack Andaman and " he

" was told to strip, it was by no means an easy matter to prevail

" upon him to take off his clothes, and, when he was dressed again,

" he manifested much joy at the restoration of his garments. This

" savage seemed utterly shocked at the very thought of being

" seen naked." (
3

)

General Character.— It follows, from the various descriptions

given above, that the Negritos, who are the special subject of this

Part, are far from deserving the accusations which have been too

often brought against them.

The Mincopies who have repeatedly been depicted as horrid can-

nibals, have been found, when more closely examined, to be spoilt,

capricious but good tempered children. (*) Mouat describes them

as a gay, laughter-loving population, fond of singing and dancing.

Far from being intractable and cruel, they have shown themselves

kind and hospitable when fear was banished from their hearts.

The English traveller adds that they are courageous, hardwork-

ing, skilful and extremely active, and, that under the influence of

civilization, they would become intelligent and industrious. (
5

)

M. Montano tells me in his notes :
" Not only are the Negri-

" tos anything but ferocious, but they are really humane. They
" nurse the sick with much devotion, even when they do not
" belong to their own family." He adds again :

" The Manthras
<:

are not wanting in brain power but carelessness and laziness

(
1

) B6d-da. This girdle varying- in shape, is represented in the paper
quoted above. PI. XIII, fig

1

. 27 and 27 a.

(2) Observations on Mr. Mail's collection, loc. cit. p. 410.

(3) Mouat, loc. cit. 281.

(*) St. John, loc. cit. p. 45.

(*) Adventures, Preface p. XV.
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"seem to prevent them from making any progress." (
x

) At
the same time he acknowledges among them the gentle and

soft manners to which we have already alluded. In this, lie

agrees entire!;- with Logan. The latter, however, considers the

Bermun tribes as inconsistent and irritable. They must, says

b.e, be treated as children.
(

2
) St. John uses the very same

expression with regard to the Mincopies. It shows once more

that these two groups resemble each other, in their moral as well

their physical characteristics. To deny their fundamental ethnical

identity is evidently impossible for any one who has at all studied

the question.

Conclusion. —However, incomplete this study may be, the con-

clusion to be drawn from it seems to me to be obvious and easy to

formulate. From nearly unanimous testimony, these races have

been considered as occupying one of the last stages in humankind.

When" attention was originally directed to the Mincopies, some

learned men of unquestionable merit, were led to believe that the

missing link between the man and the monkey had been found at

last. Wehave now seen that this is not so and that, even where

furtherest removed from change and from mixture with other

races, the only things which ennoble a community, the Negritos

prove to be true and real men in every respect.

PABT IV.

r

J]iE iSEGEILLOS OE AFKICAN PIGMIES.

I he African dwarfs of whom the Ancients had a glimpse and the

very genuine < xisti nee of whom has given rise to so many legends,

weie ei.lv <liseo\< red again by n odern generations at a late period.

( ' ) MOKTANO,he. Clt. p. u .

(•-') Loc. clt. p. 269.
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In 1625, Battel first made known certain facts ascertained by him

in the Loan go.
(

l

)

At eight days march to the east of Cape Negro, (
2

) is found,

according to him, the Mani-Kesock territory, to the north-east

of which "lives a race of Pigmies, called Matim ha s, Their sta-

" tnre hardly exceeds that of an ordinary boy of twelve, they

"are all most uncommonly stout. They feed on the flesh of

< ! animals which they kill with arrows. They pay to Mani-Kesock

"a tribute of elephants' tusks and tails. Though their disposition

" is by no means fierce they absolutely refuse to enter into the

" houses of the Marambas or receive them in their own town.-?.

"The women are as skilful as the men in archery, and are not

"afraid of penetrating alone into the depth of the woods, with

"no other protection than their poisoned arrows. (
3

)
"

Without mentioning the source of his information, Dapper gives

details of the same kind regarding the Mimos or JBakhe-Bakkes whom
he places a little further south, in the very heart of Loango.

(

4
)

More recent observations, the latest of which does not go back

farther that 1861, (_
5

) have come to hand to confirm these ancient

data. The Bakke-Bakkcs of Dapper were discovered again in

Loango, under the name of Bakonlcos, by a Grerman expedition

who brought back portraits and photographs. (
6

)

0) Andrew Battel, an English sailor, taken prisoner by the Portuguese
in 1589, was carried away to Congo, where he remained a captive for nearly
eighteen years. He published his adventures in Purchas' collection. Walc-
kenaur gave a detailed summary of this narrative after calling atten-
tion to the evident veracity which characterises it. Histoire generate des
Voyages, vol. XIII, p. 12 and 431).

(
2

) This is not the Cape Negro situated South of Benguela, 16° 3' south-
latitude and 9° 34' east longitude (Malte-Brun). The Cape Negro, alluded to

by Battel bounds on the west the Bay of Magomba, and is perhaps Cape Yumba
which Malte-Brun places 3° 30' South Latitude.

(
3

) Histoire generate des Voyages, vol. XIII, p. 441.

(*) Description de la Basse Ethiopie.

(5) F. Touchard, Notice svr te Gabon in the Mevve maritime et colonial,'

vol. Ill, p. 9, quoted by M. Hamy in his Essai de coordination den materiaw.fi

recemment recueillis sur Vethnologie des Negrilles on Pygmees de VAfrique
eanatoriale, {Bulletin de la Societe d'anthropologie de Paris, 1879, p. 82).

(e) Zeitsch rift fur Ethiiologie, 1874—R. Hartmann, Die Negritier, PL
XIII. These and many of the following bibliographical references regarding
i he history of Western Negrillos are borrowed from M. Hamy's work.
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Dr. Touchaed has remarked on the recent disappearance of a

G-abonese race, the ATcoas
(

x
) a small group of whom were never-

theless in 1868, still established in the woods north of the river

Nazareth. Admiral Eleueiot de Langle was able to photo-

graph one of them who was a real dwarf. (
2

) It is the same

with regard to the M'Boalous, ClieJcianis or Osiekanis visited by

M. M. Touchaed (
3

) and Maeche. (
4

) Smothered between the

Fans and the Pongoes, they are fast dying out like their brethren,

the Akoas.

By grouping together the information procured by these various

photographs and descriptions, M. Hamy has been able to draw an

almost complete portrait of some of these African dwarfs. The

Akoa, examined by Admiral Fleueiot, " seemed to be forty years

"old and was from l m 39 to 1* 40 in height. He was most
" beautifully proportioned He had a fairly good head, his hair

l< was well placed, and less woolly than those of Negroes properly

" so called ; the nose was straight and the commissure of the lips

w
' well defined, exhibiting in no way the bestial stamp so common

" with certain African types. (
5

)
" The photograph justifies this

description. The head is globular, but relatively strong. The

length of it, as compared to the total height of the individual

comes very close to the ratio already mentioned by M. Hamywith

reference to a Babongo (1/6). (°) The countenance is just a little

prognathous. The muscles of the thorax and upper limbs present

outlines at the same time developed and rounded ; the lower limbs

however are more slender, the feet are decidedly flat, and the heels

rather too projecting. (
7

)

(
i ) Notice sur le Galon. {Revue maritime et coloniale, vol. Ill, p. 9)

(2) Croisihres a la cote cVAfriquc, 1868 (Tour clu Monde, 1876, p. 279
and plate p. 283 ). Owing to a.i oversight, this Aiwa or Altoua (Tleuriot)
is described as an Ohonyo.

(s) Loc. cit., p. 9.

(+) Trois voyages dans TAfrique occidcntale, p. 106.

(5) Letter of the Admiral quoted by M. Hamy, loc. cit., p. 84.

(°) This is the highest ratio yet recorded among human beings. The Ne-
grilloswould surpass the Negritos in this respect.

(7) Hamy, loc. cit., p. 84,
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M. Marche describes the M' Boulous as having an earthy-

brown complexion.
(

x
) Admiral Fleuriot confines himself to

stating that these dwarfs are not so dark as their taller neighbours.

We have seen above that the Admiral has only spoken appro-

ximately of the height of his Akoa. M. Marche also confines

himself to saying that the M' Boulous hardly exceed l mo 60. Dr.

Falkensteun" is more precise. The adult Babonko, whomhe pho-

tographed, was about forty years of age and measured l m 365. (*)

The average of these four figures is l m 428
; but as two of

them have been given as maxima, we are entitled to consider this

average as too high. With regard to stature, the Negrillos of

this region would therefore be below Negritos and would come

nearer to the Bushmen, who are perhaps the shortest race of

men, their mean height being as low as l m 370. (
3

).

But the Negrillos differ from the Bushmen in a most essential

anatomical characteristic. These latter are strictly dolichocephalic

or sub-dolichocephalic, (*) whereas, on the contrary, the Akoas

the Bongos,... &c, are brachiocephalic or at least sub-brachycepha-

lic.
(

5
) The measurements of the skulls, brought back by Admiral

Fleurtot, M. Marche and others, have removed all doubt as to

this fact which a simple glance at the photographs is sufficient

to prove. (
6

)

M. Hamy has not contented himself with recognising and defin-

ing the Negrillo type of the tribes that have maintained a com-

parative purity of blood in Gaboon, lower Ogooue and Loango ; he

has traced it much farther and has shown that it has had a real

and important influence on the formation of several of the popula-

(0 Hamy, loc. cit., p. 86.
(a) The other individual was a young man of fifteen years old who mea-

sured lra025 only. ( Hamy, loc. cit., p. 82.)

(
3

) Weshall see further on that the Akkas seem to stand below the Bush-
men in this respect.

(*) Their average horizontal index, 77,45, places them in this last category
{Crania ethnica, p. 898.

(
5

) Their average horizontal index, 88.23, raises them to • the upper
limit of sub-brachycephalism. ( Crania ethnica, p. 350.)

(s) Among others, the photograph given in the work of Admiral de
Lang-le above quoted.
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tions of the same region and adjacent territories, who are connected

with the negro type proper. Availing himself again of materials

of all kinds, M. Hamt has proved that crossing of dolichocephalic

with brachiocephalic Negroes conlcl alone account for the general

mixture of characteristics, especially for the morphological differ-

ences in the skull, remarked, instance after instance, among various

tribes of the valley of the Ogoouo of Fernand-Vaz. (
x

) I need

not follow him here in all the details which have brought him to

this general conclusion, but will state one single fact only. When
M. M. de Brazz v and Ballay returned from the perilous jour-

ney, which was rewarded by the discovery of the Alima and the

Licona, they found, on an island of the Upper Ogoonc, four skulls

and one complete skeleton which are now in the anthropological

gallery of the Museum. Two out of these five skulls, have an

average horizontal index of 82.24, thus approaching very closely

to true brachycephalisiiE
(

2
) The three others are dolichocephalic.

The former are the skulls of Negrillos the latter of Negroes.

Let us add that the observations, gathered by M. March e

among the N'Javis, the Apindjis, the Okotas and the Okoas, show

that among these races, who have the skull relatively full, there is

a sensible falling off in stature. (
3

) With the N'Javis, it hardly

(
T

) I should mention, among- others, the study made by M. Hamy of the
eraniometrical results which Professor Owen obtained by examining a
collection brought from these regions by M. de Chaillu. .

The English
savant had published the rough figures. Our countryman calculated the
indices and showed that, out of the 93 skulls, which formed the collection,

49 only were dolichocephalic or sub-dolichocephalic, 11 sub-brachycephalic,
and 2 brachycephalic. The intervention of an ethnical element belonging
to this last type is shewn clearly by this discussion which M. Hamy has
made the starting point of his studies on the same subject. (Note sur
lexlstence des Negres hraektjcephales sur la cote oecidentale d'A^'rique, in the
Bulletin de la Societe d'AivtJiropologie, 2meserie, vol. VII, p. 210.)

(
2

) Hamy, Note sur Veseistence des Nhgres bracJiycephales $'c, p. 9fi.)

(••5) M. Hamy thinks that these tribes are allied to the Obongos seen by
we CHAILLTJ, near Niembouai in the Ashango land, (l°f>S';34" south latitude

and Ll°56'38" east longitude). These Obongos belong in fact to the small

sized populations wo are examining now. The young adult male measured
-. was Lm36C only, and one of the women, Lm340. But the

w colour of their skin and especially their short hair, growing in

small bufts, bad led to connectiug these dwarfs with, the Bushmen
Howev< r, DU CHAILLU has not mentioned the characteristic apron and steato-
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readies l m 60. Among the Akoas, the average height of the men
varies from l m50 to 1 52, that of the women being l m40 to l m43.

(

T
) At the same time, the complexion is lighter, prognathism

diminishes and the general outline is elegant especially among the

women, whose rounded faces have a pleasant expression. It is

evident that the negro type proper is modified in places by
a distinct ethnological element, and we may consider the whole

of this region 'as haying been in former times, and still being to

some extent, a centre of a Negrillo population. I shall further

on refer again to the distinction which has thus to be made

between the past and the present.

I am inclined to consider as a centre of the same kind, another

small territory, the Tenda-Maie, situated much further north and

west, in, a bend of the Bio-Grande. Mollten, who visited these

regions in 1818, says " there is but little uniformity in the general

" characteristics of the physiognomy of these Negroes but the

" natives of the village of Faran are remarkable for their small
(i

stature, slender limbs and the softness of their voice. They are

" the true African Pigmies."
(

2
) However incomplete this short

description may be, it is easy to see that Tenda Maie is inhabited

by a mixed population, of which these Pigmies are an element.

Although Tenda Maie is somewhat distant from the spot

where the Nasamons
(

3
) of Herodotus were taken prisoners, yet

it is difficult not to connect the diminutive men alluded to by the

Grreek historian with Mollien's Pigmies. The upper basins

of the liio- Grande and Niger are not far apart and we may admit,

without difficulty, that they were inhabied, in former days, by men
of the same race.

pygy as existing among- the women though he saw them quite close. Some
uncertainty, which cranial measurements alone could remove, still prevails
therefore with regard to the ethnical affinities of the Obongos. (Du Chaillu,
V Afrique sauvage, p. 260.)

(1) Maeche Trots voyages dans VAfrique occideatale, p. 312.

(
a

) Voyage dans I "inter i 'ear de VAfrique, aiix sources du Senegal et de la

Gamble, second edn. vol. II, p. 216. 'The village of Faran is situated about
11° 16' west longitude and 10° 68' north latitude.

(s) Vide Part I, p.
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The Gaboon, the Ogooue and the Loango are a long way from

Tenda Maie, and the existence of Negrillo tribes has never as yet

been reported within these limits. I am, however, inclined to

believe that all these races of low stature are closely allied one

with another. We know that the whole of the Guinea coast

has been the same of successive invasions which have brought the

conquering tribes of the interior up to the sea-coast. The purpose

of the movement of these swarms of tribes, and their murderous

customs, of which the Dahomeyans of our own times still furnish

a well known example, explain easily how a comparatively feeble

race could, and in fact did disappear over a considerable area.

The extinction of some of these tribes has just been carried out

in our own generation and under our very eyes. It was no doubt

one of the last scenes of a draina, the first acts of which were

enacted far back in the past.

I shall not enter into more detail, the above being sufficient to

lead me to the conclusion that the Negrillos of the Rio- Grande

and those of the further end of the Gulf of Guinea are closely

related with each other and that both have relation to the small

beings described to Herodotus by the Nasamons.

II.

Almost due East of this Gabonese group of pigmies, there pro-

bably exists, in the very heart of Africa, a large centre of Negrillo

populations of which the ancients could have had no knowledge.

The accounts given to Stanley by Ahmed, son of Djoumah

(
x

) seem to me to be of too precise a nature not to be founded on

fact. This ivory merchant had himself seen the small men he

spoke of and had had to fight them ; he owned having been beaten

by them and his statements agree with all the other information

c ollected by the great American traveller. From this ensemble

of evidence, it follows that towards the centre of the region

comprised within the extensive track of Livingstone, there exists

a race of dwarfs called Vouatouas, very numerous, spread over a

(i) Across the Dark Continent. Vol. II, p. 114.
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considerable area and in possession of complete independence.

(
x

) As he passed through Ikoundon, (
2

) Stanley captured an

individual belonging to that or a neighbouring tribe. This Voua-

toua measured l m41. His head was large and his face was

surrounded with uneven whiskers of a light chocolate-brown

colour. Like Battel's little Negroes, these Vouatouas are elephant

hunters and use poisoned arrows. This combination of physical

and social characteristics connect them evidently with the Negril-

los above-mentioned. We shall again find similar traits among
their brethren, the descendants of the Pigmies of Homeb and

Pomponiits Mela.

The tradition referring to the latter is by no means lost ; it

has been kept up, in particular, by the Arab geographers who have

placed a river of the Pigmies in the South of Abyssinia. The

Reverend Father L^on des Avajstcheks is of opinion that this

river can be identified with a stream springing from the Anko
mountains, a little to the north of the Equator. In this region,

about 32° east longitude, this eminent missionary has placed his

Wa-Berikimos,
(

3
) also called CincalUs, which literally means ivhat

a wonder ! He also saw, in the kingdom of Gera, several of these

dwarfs whom he describes as " deformed, thick-set beings, with

large heads, and at the most four feet in height " (about l m 30) (*).

The particulars collected by M. d'Abbadie from Amace, ambas-

sador of the King of Kullo, and from a woman a native of the

neighbouring territory of Kaffa, (
5

) corroborate the preceding

statements. The Malas or Maze MaUas would stand a little over

C
1

) In Stanley's large Map this region is placed in about 3° south latitude
and 19° east longitude. The traveller adds that the Vouatouas are also
called VouaJiouaangas, VouaJtoumas and Vouakonmous.

(a) Ikoundou is in latitude 2° 53'.

(
3

) JEsquisses geographiques des pays Oromo ou Galla dits pays Somali
et de la cote orientate d'Afrique, with a map, borrowed from a letter to M.
D'Abbadie. {Bulletin de la Societe de Gfeographie. 4me serie, vol. XVII,
1879, p. 163).

(
4

) Lettre a M. A. d'Abbadie, with a map (Bulletin de la Societe de
Geographic, 5me serie, vol. XII, 1866, p. 171).

(
8

) Situated about 6° north latitude and 31° east longitude (Map of Rev.
Father LiON des Avanchers, loo. cit.)
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l m 50 ; they are of a black, and occasionally reddish, complexion

(taym). (*.)

The data, which my eminent colleague has been good enough to

give me, seem to take these diminutive Negroes a little further

North. But, even so, this would indicate that here, as in Western

Africa, they are scattered over a more or less extensive area/and

that their tribes bear different names. Everything, therefore, tends

to show that, to the south of the Gallas countries, there exists a

centre of a Negrillo population, and I do not think I am too bold in

connecting these eastern tribes with the Pigmies of Pomponius

Mela, just as I have compared the small beings of Heeodotus with

the dwarfs of Senegambia. It is useless, I think, my repeating

liere, in support of this opinion, the arguments which I have men-

tioned above.

Weknow that it is particular^ the Pigmies of Homee, living in

the marshy region of the Nile, who have a ttractect the attention

of commentators. I have before this recalled the opiuions expressed

by Buffos and Ivoulus" on this subject.
(

2
) The paper of the Abbe

Baniee sums up the various interpretations offered by other

savants, who, also regarding these legends as having a certain

groundwork of truth, have tried to indentify the dwarfs of mytho-

logy with some of the populations known to the ancients. (
3

)

It is hardly necessary to add that these conjectures, which were

based on no solid foundation whatever, could lead to no valua-

ble result, and it is easy to understand why earnest investigators

should have rejected, as groundless, all that had been said on the

subject. It was reserved for modern exploration to give another

direction to these researches and to lead to positive conclusions.

In fact, the further travellers have penetrated in the regions of

the Upper Nile, the more evidence they have been able to collect

C
1

) M. S. Conummication of M. D'Abbadie with a note by the same
author. (Bulletin de la Societ e d 'Anthropologic 3/ne serie, II, p. 100).

(*) Vide ante. Part I.

(3) Dissertation svr let Vytjmecs (Memoircs de VAoademie des Insciijj-

t'una / Beltes Lettres, vol. V, p. 101). The author endeavours to prove that
1' gin'es have really existed and arc to be looked for in ancient Ethiopia,

lie id mtifiei liicm with the Pachinian;s of Ptolemy.
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with regard to these small sized populations. The existence of true

Pigmies thus became more and more probable ; so much so that in

some instructions framed by a committee of the " Academie

des Sciences " for the exploring expedition of M. d'Escayrac de

Lautuee, the compiler took care to draw the attention of the tra-

veller to this particular point. (
x

) But we know that it has been

in vain that Europeans have travelled up the Nile and have even

reached its source; they have never come across these small beings.

Speke alone saw, at the court of Kamrasi, a deformed dwarf of

whom he gives a portrait. But this drawing and accompanying

explanation show that Kymenia, far from belonging to a race of

Pigmies, was not even awai'e of the existence of these diminutive

Negroes. (
2

)

It is Schweinfukth to whom is due the honour of demonstrating

that the myth of Homer concealed a reality, and of proving the words

of Aristotle. But to do this he had to cross over from the water-

shed of the Nile to that of the Quelle, to go beyond the land of

the Niam-Niams and reach the country of the Monbouttou3 which

he was the first to visit. It was at the court of Moujstza that he

discovered this dwarfish race, still known there under the name of

Akkas, the very name which Mariette had read at the side of

the portrait of a dwarf on a monument of the old Egyptian empire.

From the information given to Schweisturth by Adimokou,
chief of the small colony which Moujstza keeps near his royal resi-

dence, it would seem that the land of the Akkas or Tiki-Tikis,
(

3
)

is situated about 8° North latitude and 25° East longitude. This

country is no doubt pretty extensive. Living on amicable terms

with the surrounding populations, and protected by their mighty

neighbour, the Akkas seem to occupy here a continuous area and

(!) Comjjtcs rendus de VAcademie des Sciences. Sitting- of the 10th
November, 1856, and Bulletin de la Societe de Geograjjhie, 4-me serie, XII,
p. 267. This committee was composed of M.M. Daussy, Cordier, Elie
de Beaumont, Moquln-Tandon, Montagne, Is. Geoefroy Saint-Hi-
laire, Valenciennes, J. Cloquet and Jomaed.

(2) Hie Source of the Nile. J. H. Speke, p. 496 and plate, p. 497.

(3) Mounza nsed the word Akka to describe these little Negroes, whereas
their own suzerain Monmmeri, called them Tiki-Tikis.
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number, nine distinct tribes having eacb its own king or chief. (
x

)

At the time of Schweinfurth's visit, these people were, partially

at least, under the authority of Moummeri, one of Mouxza's vas-

sals, who came to pay homage to his suzerain at the head of a

perfect regiment of these small Negroes, so that the European

traveller was able to see, at the same time, several hundreds of

these dwarf warriors. (
2

)

In exchange for one of his dogs, Schweinfurth obtained from

Motjnza. one of the Akkas of whom he had made a portrait (
3

)

He iutendecl bringing him over to Europe, but the unfortunate

Nsevoue died of dysentery at Berber, South of Khartoum. His

skeleton may perhaps one day be found by some traveller and

brought to some Museum where it will furnish to science the

anatomical indications which are still wanting concerning these

people.

The only records we have as yet, with respect to the Akkas,

proceed from the examination of living subjects, and are very few

in number. The notes and measurements taken by Schweinfurth

were burnt in the unlucky fire which destroyed the fruit of three

years' arduous work and toil, and it was anything but easy to make

up, even partially, for such a loss. However, M. Marno had the

(i) Schweinfurth, Au cceur deVAfriqvc, p. 110. This journey is one
of the most remarkable among those which have so rapidly increased our
knowledge of Central Africa. It lasted from the beginning of July, 1S68,

to the early part of November, 1871, and the greater part of it was made in

countries entirely unexplored up to that time by Europeans. The traveller

had gathered splendid collections of all kinds and had taken numerous obser-

vations, notes, drawings, maps, etc. Nearly all of these scientific trea-

sures were mrfortunately destroyed by fire. Wecan.weU imagine the grief

of the savant thus reduced to relate his travels from memory. His work
is none the less most valuable on account of the information obtained about
regions which until then were utterly unknown.

(2) Schweinfurth, Au cceur deVAfrique, p. 115.

(3) Id. p. 64. Schweinfurth has given a full height portrait of another
Akka called Bombi. {Id. p. 121).

Since Mounza has learnt the value attached to Akkas, as objects of curiosity,

he occasionally gives them as presents to the ivory merchants who visit him
every year. This is how one of these individuals arrived at Khartoum ; he
had been sent to the Governor of the Soudan by Emin-Bey ( Doctor
S( 'HNiTZOR ). M. VOSSION, the French Vice-Consul, gave a brief descrip-

tion of him in a letter to which I will refer hereafter.
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good luck, during one of his travels, of coming across two Akka

female slaves, a young girl and an adult woman.
(

x
) Another

woman, Sajda, sent to Italy by G-essi-Pacha, was thoroughly

examined by M. Gigliolt. (
2

) M. Chatll^-Long-Bey saw also

a woman who had accompanied one of Mounza's sisters

to the country of the Niams-Niains. (
3

) M. Vossion", French

Vice-Consul at Khartoum, has given, in a letter that was put at my
disposal, a brief description of a grown-up man. But, though

these records may corroborate and complete each other, still they

would be quite insufficient, had not a favourable circumstance

occurred, which furnished European anthropologists with the means
of studying personally the curious race under remark.

A traveller, more courageous than learned, M\ Miani, had fol-

lowed on the footsteps of Schweinfurth and also reached the

country of Mombouttous. Less fortunate than his predecessor,

he broke down from fatigue, and died, bequeathing to the Italian

Geographical Society, two young Akkas whomhe had exchanged

for a dog and a calf. (*) After various vicissitudes, Tebo and

Chair all ah, were taken charge of by a man of science and feeling

Count Morse alchi-Erxzzo, who had them brought up under his

direction. They could thus be followed and studied at leisure.

Their photographs were at the same time profusely distributed

by the Geographical Society, and attracted, on all sides, the atten-

tion of anthropologists.
(

5
) The result of these observations was

(i ) M. Maeno's notes were published in the Mittheilungen cler Antliropo-
logiscJten Gesellschaft in iVien, vol. V, and were analysed in the ArcJtivio per
VAntropologia e la Et nolo gi a, vol. IV, p. 451, and also in M. Hamy"s work, loc.

eit, p. 98.

(
2

) Gil Akka vcvanti in Italia. (Archivio, vol. X, p. 404.)

(
3

( Voyage an Lac Victoria Kyanr.a et an Pays cles Niams-Niams ; Bulletin
de la Societe de Geographic, 6th Series, vol. X, p. 363 ) and Central Africa, p.
263, with plates, p. 264 and 267. In the latter an Akka woman is represented
between two Niam-Marns and hardly comes up to their shoulder.

O) Les Altkas, by Count Miniscalchi-Erizzo. ) Congres International
des Sciences Geograpkiques, Session of Paris, 1879. vol. I, p. 299.) The author
gives three photographs representing Tebo, full face and profile, and Chair -

Allah full face only.
(s) Tebo and Chairallah, on arriving at Cairo, were examined by

Colucci-Pacha, Regny-Bey, Doctor Gaillardot and by M.M. Schwein-
purth, Owen, Cornalia and Panceri, who happened, by chance, to be at
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first to remove all doubt as to the reality of Sohweinfurth's dis-

covery. Some persons considered the individuals previously

measured by travellers as mere children and believed that Tebo
and Chairallah would grow taller. (

1
) The former of these two

suppositions could not stand before the accurate statements made by

Marno, on the observatinos of MM. Giglioli and Chaill^-Long

on three women, and those of M. Vossion on a man ; as for the

second hypothesis, it was refuted by one of the two Akkas himself,

who, as he grew older, never exceeded or even reached the maxi-

mumheight recorded by Schweinfurth. (
2

)

The Russian traveller measured six adults ; none of them, says

the same time in Egypt. Their observations were published in the Bulletin

de VInstitut Eyyptien in 1873 and 1874. These little negroes were the cause of

the publication of many other papers, among- which I shall quote : Examen de

deux Negres Pygmees de la tribu des Akkas ramenes par Miani dufleuve Ga-
bon, by M. Richard Owen ; Remaraues on the above paper, by MM. Broca,
Haiiy and de Quatrefages. ( Bulletin de la Societe d" Anthropologic, 1874,

p. 255.) ;

—

Sur les Akkas by M. Panizza (id, p. 463 ; Observations sur les Races
nains Africaines a propos des AMas, by A. de Quatrefages (id, p. 500)
and Comptes-rendus de VAcademic des Sciences, 1874, p. 1518 ) ;

—

Les Akkas,

race Pygmee de VAfrique Centrale, by P. Broca (Revue d' Anthropologic, 1874,

p. 279 )
;

—

I due Akka del Miani, by MM. P. Mantegazza and A. Zannetti,
(Archivio per VAnthropologia e la Etnologia, vol. Ill, 1874, p. 137) with an
Appendix ( p. 158) including three letters written at Cairo by MM. Owen,
P. Panceri, and E. Cornalia ;—Lettrcs sur les Akkas de Miani, by E. Cor-
nalia, with remarks by M. M. Giglioli and Zanneti Archivio , 1874,

p. 428 ;—Gli Akka del Miani by Z Archivio , vol. IV, 1874, p. 249 );—Altcriori Notizie entorno di Negriti ; Gli Akka viventi in Italia, by Pro-
fessor E. Hilliger Giglioli ( Archivio , vol, X, p. 404 ).

(2) Panizza

—

loc. cit, p. 464. The Anthropological Society of Madrid seems
to have shared the doubts entertained by the Roman Doctor.

(a) Some doubt has been entertained as to the purity of type of Miani's
Akkas. M. Hamy expresses, on this particular point, ( loc. cit, p. 97 ) a
reservation which is not perhaps entirely without ground with regard to

Chairallah. On the other hand, his cephalic index is rather low ( 77.52 ) ;

MM. Mantegazza and Zannetti, in their exhaustive work on these Akkas,
grounding their opinion on the supposed age of the two subjects and the

general laws of growth, had predicted that Tebo would stop below Chairal-
lah ( loc. cit, p. 144 ). The event has confirmed their prediction; Chairal-
lah, still growing, had reached lm42, whereas Tebo, who has ail the cha-

racteristics of an adult, and seems to have finished growing, has stopped at

linll (Giglioli, loc. cit, -p. 406 ). Moreover, the latter has a very high index

(80.23). Therefore, if any doubt can still be said to exist with regard to

Chairallah, who may perhaps have been affected by intermixture with a
full-blood xsegro element, such a supposition can however not apply to Tebo
himself.
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he, exceeded l m50. (
l

) The one measured by M. Vossion, was

32 years old and l m31 in height. Tebo, the older of Miami's

Akkas, with all the characteristics of an adult, has stopped grow-

ing at l m4i, which is the average for the three figures above. (
3

)

The woman measured by Marno, was from 20 to 25 years of

age and came up to 1™36
(

3
) ; the one of Chaill^-Long was

l m216; Saida, l m3l (*) ; the mean height thus being 1^302.

The average for both sexes would be l m356. These figures bring

the Akkas, with regard to stature, perceptibly below the Mincopies,

and even slightly under the Bushmen, who, to this day, have been

looked upon as the smallest people on earth. But the measure-

ments obtained, up to now, among intertropical Pigmies are not

numerous enough to allow of this fact being definitively accepted

by science.
(

5
)

ScHWErNFURTHdescribes the Akkas as having a very large head,

a wide and nearly spheroidal skull. (
6

) The latter feature has

certainly been exaggerated. The highest index, ever measured on

the body, is given by Marno's figures and only reaches 82-85,

which amounts to about 80-85 for the dry skull. The average, for

three young subjects, is 78-03, that is, over 76-00 for the dry skull.

(
7

) This result, far from indicating the true dolicocephalism which

distinguishes full-blooded Negroes, agrees on the contrary with the

figures that distinguish the Negrillo type as shown above. Accord-

ing to Schweineurth again, the complexion of the Akkas recalls

the colour of slightly burnt coffee. The observations made on

(i) Log. tit, p. 151.

(2) GrIGLIOLI, loc. tit., p. 406.

(3) Loc. tit, p. 461.

(*) Log. tit, p. p. 410.

(
5

) This reservation is all the more justified that no Akka has ever exhi-

bited so low a minimum (lml4) as the female Bushman measured by Bar-
row and especially as the individual of the same race to whomDoctor Weis-
back assigns a stature of lm only.

(s) Loc. tit, p. 124.

( 7 ) In order to bring back the ratio obtained on the living to what it

would be on the dry skull, M. Hamy takes into account the small develop-
ment of the temporal muscles in young subjects, and reduces the index by
one unit only, thus considering the average under remark as being 77.00 at
least, ( Ion. til^ p, 98,)
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Tebo and Chairallah are in accordance with this statement. But

Count Minis oalc hi has observed that their skin became much paler

in winter time.
(

x
) Their hair is about the same colour, though

lighter in the case of Chairallah. With both it is decidedly woolly

and forms gzomevules ; such is also the beard which has grown on

Tebo's chin and upper -lip. (
2

)

ScnwEiNFURTH has represented Nsevoite as very prognathic,

the nose being aquiline de profil, though the tip is blended with

the upper lip (
3

) ; the chin is prominent, whereas, with Bombi,

it recedes a good deal and the nose stands out more. (
4

) In that

respect, Tebo's photograph approaches more closely the latter type

than the former. (
5

) The lips are not so thick as with common
jNTegroes, and are even described as thin by M. Vossion" and by

Schweikfurth as well.

All statements agree in asigning to the Akkas, men or

women, a considerable expansion of the belly which gives to

adults the appearence of Negro or Arab children. (
6

) In the

photographs we possess of Tebo and Chairallah, this feature is

most conspicuous. M. Panizza, who studied, in an anatomical

point of view and by auscultation, the cause of such a develop-

ment, attributes it to an unusual size of the spleen and of the

left lobe of the liver, and also to a large amount of fat accummu-

lated in the mesentery. (
7

) This distension of the abdomen is

attended by consequences which have struck all observers. The

chest, comparatively narrow and flat in the upper region, expands

lower down so as to encompass this enormous paunch.
(

s
) On the

other hand, the protrusion of the belly requires, for the sake of

balance in the body, that the lower portion of the spine should

(i) Loc. cit., p. 301.

(2) Giglioli, loc. cit., p. 405.

(3) Loc. cit, p. 64.

(*) SCHWEIXFURTH,loc. cit., p. 121.

(o) Mixiscalchi, loc. cit., p. '300.

(«) Schweixfukth, loo. cit., p. 123; Marxo, loc. cit., p. 461 ; Vossiox's
unpublished letter. However, Bombi's portrait does not exhibit this character,

(?) Loc. cit., p. 465.
(s) Schweixfukth, loc. cit.
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also be brought forward in consequence of which the vertebral

column assumes the shape of an S causing the Akkas to look, so to

saddle-backed.
(

1
)

It is obvious, however, that this abnormal development of the

abdomen cannot be taken as a true racial characteristic of this

people, but is no doubt brought on by their mode of living and

nature of the food, and perhaps also by the general conditions of

habitat. This we can infer from the personal experience of Count

Mestscalchi, who noticed that, after a few weeks of wholesome

and regular diet, " the excessive expansion of the abdomen had

disappeared and the spine had resumed its normal state." (
2

)

The same change has occurred with regard to Saida. (
3

)

In order to complete the physical description of these Akkas, I need

say a few words about their limbs. The upper ones are long, and

the hands very delicately shaped. (
4

) The lower limbs are short

as compared with the bust and have a slight inward bend. The

feet also are turned in, but more so than with other Africans. (
3

)

(
i ) This conformation has been the cause of a singular mistake and of a

good deal of discussion. In a communication to the Egyptian Institute

( 5th December, 1873 ), Schweinfueth had compared this bend of the spine

to a C. The eminent traveller evidently alluded to the lower portion of the

back and meant to say that the concavity of the C was turned backwards.

But, acting under the influence of preconceived ideas, and in the hopes of disco-

vering the missing link, which has been the subject of so much active search

for so long, some venturesome minds supposed that the C represented the shape

of the whole back, that the concavity was turned forward, and that, conse-

quently, the Akkas bore, in that respect, a great resemblance to anthropo-

morphous monkeys. Before even having seen their photographs, I had com-

batted. at the Anthropological Society and elsewhere ( loc. cit., p. 1519 ) this

interpretation, which is perfectly incompatible with the mode of locomotion

in man and with the agility universally attributed to the Akkas. Beoca (loc.

I

cit., p. 284) and also MM. Mantegazza and Zannetti ( loc. cit., p. 148 )

have, later on, given the same arguments in support of our common opinion

,

which is entirely justified by the present state of knowledge on the subject.

(*) Mixiscalchi, loc. cit., p. 299.

(
a

) Giglioli, loc. cit., p. 410.

(*) Schweinfueth, loc. cit., p. 124. The photographs of Tebo and
CHAIEALLAH do not justify this compliment, any more than the cast made of

TEBO.

r_
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The Akka women bear a great resemblance to the men. M.
Giqltoli speaks of Saida as having a thick waist, short neck,

arms neither slim nor long and hands rather large than other-

wise. Her complexion, as with Chairaxlah, is that of a mulatto;

her hair is of a fuliginous black and the gromerules are not so

distinct
;

prognathism rather more denned. (
]

) This description

agrees perfectly with the portrait given by M. Chaille-Long,

who adds that, in the case of his Tiki-Tiki woman, the breasts were

very flaccid, though she vowed never having had any children. (
2

)

The physiological characteristics of Akkas resemble those of

most savages. Their senses are extremely acute, and Schweln-

furth repeatedly bears witness to their excessive agility. Accord-

ing to the Monboukous, these little creatures are wont to bound

in the tall grass, after the manner of grasshoppers. (
3

) Nsevoue

had, in a certain measure, kept up that habit and during the time

he stopped with Schwelnfurth, was never able to bring a dish

without spilling part of its contents. (*)

The Akkas are very courageous. " They are men, and men who

know how to fight," said Moummeri speaking of his followers. (
5

)

They are great elephant hunters and wTill attack them with a very

short bow, and spears hardly as high as themselves. (
6

) Long-

Bet coroborates this statement and adds that the women are as

martial as the men and this again fully confirms the information

gi\ r en by Battel. (
7

)

JSchweinfuktii draws a miserable picture of the character and

intellect of JS
t sevoue. He describes him as enjoying the sight of

(i) Loo: cit., p. 410.
(•<= ) hoc. cit, p. 269. The traveller however ascribes to her very small hands

«• n 1 feet.

(?) Id., p. 114.

(-*) Id., v.- 123.

(») SCHWEINFURTH,p. 115.

(
6

) Vide portrait of BOMBI,- loo. cit. Schweixfurth does not mention that
their arrows are poisoned.

(7) Long-Bey. loc. cit., p. 2G'J.
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nuffering in men and animals, and as never having succeeded in

learning Arabic or auy other dialect of the country. (*) Minis-

Calciii, on the contrary, found Tebo and Cha.iralla.ii to be

affectionate and grateful pupils, always ready to improve them-

selves. Both of them, especially Tebo, had a great taste for music.

Two years after their arrival in Europe, they knew how to read and

write. Their adoptive father showed, in 1879, to one of his col-

leagues, two letters entirely worded and written out by them

without any help whatever; the fac-siniile of these specimens was

inserted in the proceedings of the Congress.
(

2
) They had not,

however, forgotten their mother-tongue and could supply M.
Mintscalchi with several hundred words and various information

enabling him thus to draw up a grammar which he considers as

similar to that of the Niam-Niam language. (
3

)

What have these Akkas become under the influence of a Euro-

pean climate and of an education to which they were submitted, for

the first time, these representatives of that ancient and wild race that

has settled down at two or three degrees from the Equator ?

Evidently the question is of great interest, and we must feel grate-

ful to' M. Gtiglioli for having' replied to it in detail. (*)

Tebo has always borne up very well against the cold winters of

Verona. Chairallah has had ague and cough pretty often ; he

also suffered from rheumatism for the first two or three years, but

both are now perfectly well acclimatized, (
5

) and so is also Saida.
(

6
)

(i) Loc. cit., p. 125.

(2 ) Zoo. cit., p.p. 302 and 303.

(3) M. Miniscalchi used to converse with them in Arabic, which they
speak fluently.

(*) Gli Alika viventi in Italia, loc. cit. This memoir was written in 1880,
five years after that of Count Miniscalchi.

(3) Id., p. 407.

(6 ) M. Giglioli thought that he could discover, by a simple inspection
of the head, that it had grown somewhat longer. The examination of the
bust and the measures, necessarily approximative, which I took of this plaster-
cast, do not, to my mind, justify this opinion.
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A casting was taken of Tebo, and his bust can be seen at the

Museum. By comparing it with the photographs taken in 1874, we

see that he has lost somewhat of his infantine looks ; his forehead

is less prominent, though not so slanting as with Nsevoue\ In

that respect he comes closer to BoiCBi. Prognathism is rather more

defined, but the other features are hardly altered. (
x

)

These two Akkas have kept a sensitive and unsettled disposi-

tion, like that of children.
(

2
) They are fond of play; their

motions are rapid, and, in their promenades, they like to run at a

double-quick pace. (
3

)

Tebo is more affectionate and studious, and has always behaved

himself well. Chairallah is more intelligent, but has occasionally

showed himself spiteful and revengeful. They have, however,

never quarelled with their young friends, and they love each other

most tenderly.

Both of them have been baptized and are observant of their

religious duties, though their spiritual leader does not consider

their sentiments in that respect as very deeply rooted. (*)

They have now completely forgotten their mother-tongue, and

very nearly all the Arabic they knew. They speak Italian fluently,

but experienced at first great difficulty in pronouncing words

containing two z (bellezza, carezza).

They have a great sense of emulation, and, at school, have shown
themselves superior to their European companions of ten and

(i) Giglioli, loc. cit., p. 410.

(2) Loc. cit., p. 409.

(a) The above could also apply to Sa'i da. However she was not treated in

the same way as her countrymen. She remained a servant and was not
taught to read and write. She speaks Italian fluently, and a little German,
which is the language of her mistress ; she is sometimes capricious and very
fond of playing with children. (Giglioli. loc. cit., p. 411.)

(i) Id., p. 409.
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twelve years old. The notes which their professor showed to M.

Giglioli, prove that they went thoroughly well through the various

compositions in arithmetic, parsing and dictation.
(

J
) Countess

Miniscalcht gave music lessons to Tebo, and M. G-iglioli heard

him play, on the piano, some rather difficult pieces, with a certain

amount of feeling and a good deal of precision. (
2

)

In short, we may conclude that, in spite of their small stature,

their comparatively long arms, their large bellies and short legs,

the Akkas are real and true men in every respect ; those who had

looked upon them as half-monkeys must be now completely un-

deceived.

Conclusion. —The foreing facts seem to convey a few general

considerations which I will now briefly summarize.

In proceeding from Senegambia and Gaboon towards the land

of the Gallas and Monboutous, we have verified the true existence

of human communities characterized, all of them, by a small

stature, a comparatively large and rounded head, a lighter

complexion than that of Negroes proper, and by similar instincts and

customs. "With M. Hamy, we must acknowledge that these

groups are as many specimens of a special race, the Negrillos, who

are, in Africa, the representatives of the Asiatic and Indo-Melane-
sian Negritos.

The ancients evidently possessed more or less accurate infor-

mation respecting these Negrillos, as well as the Negritos. They

were the African Pigmies, but they had been placed in three

geographical localities where they are no more to be met with now-

a-days. In order to find them, we must look to countries which are

(
i ) Chairallah had obtained 10 ( maximum figure ) for dictation and

caligraphy ; Tebo, also 10 for dictation. Their other notes are 8/10 and 9/10
except for the solution of arithmetic problems, in which Chairallah comes
down to 7/10 and Tebo to 6/10. Wefind here again a proof of the inferiority

of Negro races with regard to science.

(a) Id. p. 209. Their education has unfortunately been stopped at present-

Both Chairallae and Tebo make part of the household in the Mlniscal?
qhi family. ( Giglioli. loe. cit.)
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much further from Europe than was supposed in olden times ; more-

over, these Pigmies appear to us now as forming isolated agglomer-

ations far apart from each other. Lastly, in one of these homes

at least, we are able to witness at present the decline of the race

and its fusion with a neighbouring element, which is constantly

increasing in strength and number.

All these facts recall vividly the past, and the present fate of the

Negritos must naturally be relegated to the same causes. They

show us that, in days gone by, the Negrillos were more numerous

and formed more compact and continuous communities, and that

they must have been driven back and broken up by superior races.

Their historjr, if better known, would most certainly bear a great

resemblance to that of their Eastern brethren.

What we know of the latter induces to believe that, in the lands

where they are still to be found, these Negritos have preceded the
races by whom they have subsequently been oppressed, dispersed

and almost annihilated. With regard to Negrillos, similar facts

must carry with them the same conclusions. Weare thus brought

to accept as most probable that these small and brachy cephalic-

Negroes originally occupied at least a great part of Africa

previous to the full-blooded Negroes characterized by dolieoeepha-

lism and a larger stature. The latter correspond with the Papua*,

while the Negrillos are the Negritos of Africa.

This comparison does not arise simply from a superficial inspec-

tion of the African and Indo-Melanesian Negroes ; it is also

justified by the detailed study of skulls which renders evident

the striking connection existing between the two great anthropo-

logical formations which represent the Negro type at both extre-

mities of our continent.
(

1

)

How could such a narrow resemblance have occurred between
populations which are separated by so vast a space and by such

(i) Crania Eth)
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numerous and different races ? Are these affinities the simple

result of a common origin ? This interrogation, and many others

too, had been uttered, even before the late discovery, of Negrillos,

which has made a reply more urgent than ever. I regret to say

that the present state of science does not allow us to offer a satis-

factory solution to this problem, assuredly one of the most curious

among the many points connected with the geographical distribu-

tion of the human race.
(

1

)

The study of these small negro races suggests one more reflec-

tion.

When alluding to Pigmies, the ancients mixed up with true

facts many exaggerations and fables. Modern science, misled at

times by its own strictness, and, dwelling solely on the unaccep-

table points of these traditions, rejected in a lump all the

statements regarding the dwarfs of Asia and Africa. The above

proves that science was wrong, and this mistake teaches us a

lesson.

"When therels a question of traditions, of legends connected with

people less learned than we are, and especially with wild popula-

tions, it is but right to examine them thoroughly, however strange

(
l

) Log- an has studied this question from different points of view, and
has developed with much science, the theory that the African Negroes
have penetrated into Asia and Melanesia through a slow influxion which
has been accomplished by sea. He attributes a great influence to the

Malagasy population. ( The Ethnology of the Indian Archipelago ; The Jour-

nal of the Indian Archipelago and Eastern Asia, vol. IV, and Ethnology of the

Indo-Pacifc Islands, vol. VII. ) Flowers is inclined to admit that the small

black race which sprung up in the southerly regions of India, has spread itsefl

East and West in Melanesia and Africa, and that the tall Negroes are descended

from it. C On the Osteology and Affinities of the Natives of the Andaman
Islands ; Ihe Journal of the Anthropological Institute, vol- IX.) Allen also

derives the African Negroes from Asia and endeavours to prove that they have
left traces of their passage in many parts of intermediate countries. ( The
Original Range of the Papua and Negrito Races ; The Journal of the Anthro-
pological Institute, vol. VIII.) Professor Seeley thinks that the Negro race

occupied, in former times, a strip of land which extended from Africa to

Melanesia and is now submerged. (Quoted by Allen ; loc. cit., p. £0.)
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and singular they may appear at first. Many of these accounts

contain interesting and true information which is often concealed

under superstitions, mistakes, forms of language or erroneous in-

terpretations. The duty of the man of science is then similar to

the task of the miner who separates gold from its quartz. Very

often he also, with a little work and cautious criticism will succeed

in redeeming, from a heap of errors, some important truth.


